If I could get a subscription to any 2 magazines,
they would be…
One thing I like to do in groups is…
I like to hear stories about…
Right now I feel…
My friend can be counted on to …
When somebody is nice to me I…
One thing I like about a friend is…
I’m glad that I have learned how to…
I love….
I feel strong when…
The thing I like to dream about is…
If I could spend all my time on one school subject it
would be…

The best way I can think to use my time is…
The greatest thing is…
My favorite TV show is…
I feel successful when…
My favorite sound is…
I am happy when I see…
I love when I can make…
My favorite food is…
I always make up my own mind about…
I am important because…
One important thing I’ve learned in school is…
The thing I would like people to admire about me
is…

My advice to other students would be…
One thing I could teach someone is…
Right now I need…
One way I am like everybody else is…
Something I want to tell you is…
If I were taller I could…
I like my parents when…
One wish I would make is…
Someday I would like to be a …
I enjoy reading about…
It’s fun to…
One way I’ve made money is…

I feel encouraged when…
Other people are important because…
One thing I do really well is…
Kids are…
My hobby is…
I like my family because…
After school I like to…
I am cool when…
Next week I am going to…
Next week I’m going to…
A person I learn a lot from is…
A taste I like is…

I feel put down when…
If I could have 2 wishes, they would be…
When someone yells at me I …
After school I …
I’d like my friends to…
I like myself when…
I laugh when…
My favorite thing is…
I am happiest when…
I like being with people when…
Someday I am going to…
I like to…

The thing I like best about myself is…
I like my best friend because…
One problem I solved is…
I am sad when…
On sunny days I …
When it rains I like to…
If I could drive I would…
If I had a car I would…
Cooperation is important because…
A sound I like to hear is…
I am happiest when…
After school I usually…

One way I am different from everybody else is…
One thing I like about where I live is…
My best skill is…
I like myself because…
If I could teach my class something I would
teach…
Something I want to learn about is…
When I am older I will…
In the winter I like to…
In the spring time I …
Every morning I …
Before I go to bed, I …

I like to wear…
My favorite shoes are…
My favorite thing that is yellow is…
Outside I like to…
Something I like about weekends is…
When it is snowing, I …
On top of a mountain I would…
Something I like to cook is…
I want to learn how to…
Being a good sport is important because…
I can be trustworthy by …
Fairness is important because…

I am caring when I …
I can show respect by…
The best part of my haircut is…
If I could live anywhere, I would…
If I was in outer space, I would…
Right now I want…
My favorite picture is…
One thing I like to do with markers is…
When I am in my room, I like to…
If I wrote a book it would be about…
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